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Tongue-in-cheek definition is - characterized by insincerity, irony, or whimsical exaggeration. How to use tongue-in-cheek in a sentence.
Tongue-in-cheek | Definition of Tongue-in-cheek by Merriam ...
tongue in cheek definition: 1. If you say something tongue in cheek, you intend it to be understood as a joke, although you…. Learn more.
TONGUE IN CHEEK | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
History. The phrase originally expressed contempt, but by 1842 had acquired its modern meaning. Early users of the phrase include Sir Walter Scott in his 1828 The Fair Maid of Perth.. The physical act of putting one's tongue into one's cheek once signified contempt. For example, in Tobias Smollett's The
Adventures of Roderick Random, which was published in 1748, the eponymous hero takes a ...
Tongue-in-cheek - Wikipedia
tongue in cheek meaning: 1. If you say something tongue in cheek, you intend it to be understood as a joke, although you…. Learn more.
TONGUE IN CHEEK | definition in the Cambridge English ...
This expression originated in the fuller form put or thrust your tongue in your cheek, meaning ‘speak insincerely’. At one time, putting your tongue in your cheek could also be a gesture of contempt, but that shade of meaning has disappeared from the modern idiom.
Tongue in cheek - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
Define tongue-in-cheek. tongue-in-cheek synonyms, tongue-in-cheek pronunciation, tongue-in-cheek translation, English dictionary definition of tongue-in-cheek. adj. Meant or expressed ironically or facetiously.
Tongue-in-cheek - definition of tongue-in-cheek by The ...
This expression originated in the fuller form put or thrust your tongue in your cheek, meaning ‘speak insincerely’. At one time, putting your tongue in your cheek could also be a gesture of contempt, but that shade of meaning has disappeared from the modern idiom.
(with) tongue in cheek - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
When a statement is "tongue in cheek" it is ironic, slyly humorous; it is not meant to be taken seriously, however its sarcasm is subtle. Though not meant to be taken seriously, it is not overt joking or kidding around, it is "gently poking fun".
Urban Dictionary: tongue in cheek
The figurative idiom tongue-in-cheek means meant or expressed ironically or facetiously. The expression has origins in 18th-century England, and it originally referred to a common facial expression used to express contempt.
How to Use Tongue-in-cheek Correctly – Grammarist
Tongue In Cheek is one of my favorite restaurants in the Twin Cities. The food is excellent with fun flavors, beautiful presentation, and hearty portions. It will not disappoint!
TONGUE IN CHEEK, Saint Paul - Payne-Phalen - Menu, Prices ...
Book your Tongue in Cheek reservation on Resy. Some cool sites: www.certifiedhumane.org ~ www.hfa.org ~ www.eatwild.com ~ www.ecofriendly.com. Home About Reservations Menu Catered Events ...
An eating, drinking and cavorting establishment. - Home ...
Around the same time, I discovered “Tongue in Cheek”, a wonderful blog is written by Corey Amaro about her life. in France with her handsome FH and darling children. I was instantly drawn in by her beautiful photography and. engaging storytelling. One of my friends couldn’t understand why anyone would want
French la Vie
An eating, drinking and cavorting establishment. Home About Reservations Menu Catered Events Book your Tongue in Cheek reservation on Resy
Menu - An eating, drinking and cavorting establishment.
Another word for tongue-in-cheek. Find more ways to say tongue-in-cheek, along with related words, antonyms and example phrases at Thesaurus.com, the world's most trusted free thesaurus.
Tongue-in-cheek Synonyms, Tongue-in-cheek Antonyms ...
Tongue in Cheek was considered by many fans to be one of the worst episodes of the show due to the ants' over-the-top cruel treatment of Sniffles as well as the death scene which was infamous for its dragged-out torture of Sniffles. Deaths. The aphid seen in the episode might have died when Sniffles' robot made
the anthill explode. (Debatable)
Tongue in Cheek | Happy Tree Friends Wiki | Fandom
Tongue in Cheek says you'll get ice cream with sarcasm. We didn't get any sarcasm and probably a good thing given current events. There are some inventive flavors but nothing that special.
TONGUE IN CHEEK, Richardson - Restaurant Reviews, Photos ...
http://www.theaudiopedia.com What is TONGUE-IN-CHEEK? What does TONGUE-IN-CHEEK mean? TONGUE-IN-CHEEK meaning - TONGUE-IN-CHEEK definition - TONGU...
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